TEXTILE & WALL COVERING
PRINT COLLECTION
FOR
JIMMY PIKE
Fabric Stack, top to bottom: Desert Bloom Mulga, Topography Tribal, Sandhills Clay and Jilji Gold bay.
Jimmy Pike was a Walmatjarri Aboriginal artist who loved to draw and paint his stories and observations. Born east of Japingka, an important jila or permanent waterhole in the Great Sandy Desert, he grew up as a hunter-gatherer and eventually joined relatives at the station camp and worked as a stockman. It was there a cattle station manager named him Jimmy Pike - after Phar Lap’s jockey.

Jimmy learned to use Western art materials while in Fremantle Prison and had work exhibited in major Australian galleries even before his release. Jimmy’s ability to communicate as a painter, printmaker, textile designer, carver/sculptor, storyteller, book illustrator, set designer and artistic collaborator, (namely with his wife Pat Lowe) will leave a legacy that will provide a touchstone through future generations.

Materialised are proud to collaborate with Desert Designs and bring Jimmy’s incredible designs to the commercial textile and wall covering market.

In the words of Jimmy - “Tread softly, fire is your friend, protect the water and celebrate the universal laws of nature, travel and maintain the country, there’s plenty for all, continue to dream”.

DIGITAL TEXTILE & WALL COVERING PRINT COLLECTIONS
DESERT BLOOM

v - 39.5cm, h - 33.5cm approx.

DESERT BLOOM CHARCOAL

DESERT BLOOM GREY SKIES

DESERT BLOOM FIRE

DESERT BLOOM GRANITE

DESERT BLOOM MULGA

Wall Vinyl: Desert Bloom Mulga.
Textile Pattern Repeat

Wall Covering Pattern Repeat

DESERT ROSE

v - 56.9cm, h - 67cm approx.

DESERT ROSE ALPINE

DESERT ROSE RIBBON

DESERT ROSE COPPER

DESERT ROSE DAWN

DESERT ROSE VALENTINE

DESERT ROSE GOLD BAY

Fabric Stack, top to bottom: Desert Rose Gold Bay & Sunstone.
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale and the repeat details may vary from furnishing textiles to wall coverings.
HAILSTORM

v - 25.3cm, h - 85.8cm approx.  v - 19.7cm, h - 67cm approx.

HAILSTORM BERRY


HAILSTORM BLOSSOM

HAILSTORM MIST
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale and the repeat details may vary from furnishing textiles to wall coverings.
JILJI

v - 24.3cm, h - 33.5cm approx.

Cushions: Jilji Tobacco & Silt.

Textile Pattern Repeat Wall Covering Pattern Repeat
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale and the repeat details do vary from furnishing textiles to wall coverings.

Artwork: **Sandhills** Sunhaze.
SANDHILLS

Fabric Stack, top to bottom: Sandhills Coral, Shadow, Salmon, Clay, Sunhaze, Mono, Pebble & Amber.

SANDHILLS GRAPE

SANDHILLS AMBER

SANDHILLS CLAY

SANDHILLS CORAL

SANDHILLS MEADOW
Please note: Designs are not shown to scale and the repeat details may vary from furnishing textiles to wall coverings.
**SPINIFEX**

V - 31.6cm, h - 33.5cm approx.  

*Fabric Stack, top to bottom: Spinifex Midnight, Brick, Mulled, Golden & Pebble.*
TOPOGRAPHY

v - 50cm, h - 67cm approx.

TOPOGRAPHY DUST STORM

TOPOGRAPHY EMBER

TOPOGRAPHY MAUVE

TOPOGRAPHY MEADOW

TOPOGRAPHY SLATE

TOPOGRAPHY NIGHTFALL

Cushions: Topography Valley, Tribal & Steel.
TOPOGRAPHY STEEL

TOPOGRAPHY VALLEY

TOPOGRAPHY WATER

Fabric Stack, top to bottom: Topography Tribal, Valley, Dust Storm, Slate, Nightfall, Steel, Mauve, Water, Ember & Meadow.

Please note: Designs are not shown to scale and the repeat details may vary from furnishing textiles to wall coverings.
Fabric Stack, top to bottom: *Desert Rose* Botanical, Onyx, Valentine, Ribbon, Alpine, Earth, Sunstone, Dawn, Copper & Gold Bay.
DO YOU HAVE A SPECIFIC DESIGN REQUIREMENT?
ALL JIMMY PIKE PATTERNS CAN BE CUSTOM COLOURED BY OUR IN-HOUSE TEXTILE DESIGNERS FOR TEXTILES AND WALL COVERINGS.

CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU NEED? CONTACT THE MATERIALISED TEAM FOR HELP AND MORE INFORMATION.

On trend & on time.
Low minimum quantities.
Sydney
Head Office: 19 Heath Rd, Blakehurst, NSW Australia 2221
Show Room: Ground Floor, 51-53 Bourke Rd, Alexandria, NSW Australia 2015
P +61 2 8558 3500  F +61 2 9546 5402
sales@materialised.com

Adelaide / Darwin
55A George Street, Parkside, SA Australia 5063
P +61 8 8271 9185  F +61 8 8271 9321
sasales@materialised.com

Brisbane
26 Balaclava St, Woolloongabba QLD Australia 4102
P +61 7 3393 2188  F +61 7 3393 2177
qldsales@materialised.com

Melbourne / Hobart
Suite 2/1 Bromham Pl, Richmond VIC Australia 3121
P +61 3 9815 3033  F +61 3 9815 3077
vicsales@materialised.com

Perth
189 Colin Pl, West Perth WA Australia 6005
P +61 8 9381 2802  F +61 8 9388 1532
wasales@materialised.com

New Zealand
10 Dock St, Freemans Bay, Auckland New Zealand 1010
P +64 9 302 7733  F +64 9 302 7779
nzsales@materialised.com

Malaysia / Singapore
P +61 2 8558 3500
sales@materialised.com

Still can’t find what you’re looking for? Access over 30,000 designs through Materialised WeaveUp - where you control colour, pattern, and repeat to create your own bespoke designs. Contact us for registration and log in details and let our specialised team help you find the furnishing solution for your project.

Visit our website to view our entire range, get technical information, or order samples.